LIFE LINE

For mapping significant events
ECO MAP

For mapping friendships, relationships, etc.
SHARK ISLAND
LIFE LINE - instructions e.g.

For mapping significant events

- Houses lived in
- Schools attended
- Parents, partners, carers
- S.20; S.47; CPR; offences
- Misc. significant events

Went to Comp – 11

8 - Gran died

Moved house – 6

15 - Indecent assault

Brother born – 3

Born Cardiff – 1990

Moved house – 6

- Gran died

Went to Comp – 11

15 - Indecent assault

• Houses lived in
• Schools attended
• Parents, partners, carers
• S.20; S.47; CPR; offences
• Misc. significant events
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ECO MAP - instructions, e.g.

For mapping friendships, relationships, etc
SHARK ISLAND - instructions, e.g.

- PEOPLE I REALLY LIKE / LOVE
- PEOPLE I THINK ARE OK
- PEOPLE I PUT UP WITH
- PEOPLE I CAN'T STAND / HATE
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